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 On some Graphs Related to Regular , Oriented Triangular Maps
 M . L . N . D OWNS
 We examine the graph  c  ( G ,  l ) ,  where the vertices are given by the elements of the
 conjugacy class  l  of the finite group  G ,  and then adjacency ( , ) given by
 y  ,  u  ï  both  u y  2  and  y  u 2  are involutions and  u  ?  y  .
 In particular , under certain conditions on the pair ( G ,  l ) we may derive from  c  ( G ,  l ) a second
 graph  j  ( G ,  l ) which constitutes disjoint copies of underlying graphs of certain regular oriented
 triangular maps .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  l  be a conjugacy class of a finite group  G .  Let  d  be the order of the elements in
 l .  Then the graph  c  ( G ,  l ) as defined in the abstract has been studied in [3] for the
 particular case  G  5  PSL 2 ( q ) ,  where  q  is a power of two and  d  is ( q  2  1) .  In this
 particular case some properties of  c  ( G ,  l ) have been noted in [3] which ensure that
 c  ( G ,  l )  is (isomorphic to) the underlying graph of a regular oriented triangular map
 with automorphism group  G .  (A regular oriented triangular map (ROTM) may be
 regarded as a regular tesselation of an oriented closed 2-manifold  6  of any genus by
 equilateral triangles (using the metric induced on  6  by regarding  6  as a Riemann
 surface) . For example , the ROTMs with genus 0 represent the regular tetrahedron , the
 octahedron and the icosahedron . )
 A slight extension of Surowski’s example is given on p . 180 of [1] , but it seems very
 unusual for  c  ( G ,  l ) to be itself an underlying graph of a ROTM . In this paper , though ,
 we shall indicate that in general the structure of  c  ( G ,  l ) is strongly related to the
 underlying graphs of a number of dif ferent ROTMs . In particular , given some not very
 restrictive conditions on  G  and  l  ,  we may reformulate the rule of adjacency in
 c  ( G ,  l ) ;  using this we specify for each vertex  y   of  c  ( G ,  l ) a natural partition  3 ( y  ) of
 the adjacents of  y  .  Suppose that  3 ( y  ) has  r  sets ( r  is independent of  y  ) .  A graph
 j  ( G ,  l )  is formed from  c  ( G ,  l ) ,  where  r  vertices in  j  ( G ,  l ) are associated to each  y  ,  in
 1  :  1 correspondence with the sets of  3 ( y  ) .  The vertex of  j  ( G ,  l ) associated with ( y  ,  P )
 (where  y  P  l  , P  P  3 ( y  )) is adjacent to the vertex associated with ( u ,  Q ) (where  u  P  l  ,
 Q  P  3 ( u ))  if f  y  P  Q  and  u  P  P .  We shall show that  j  ( G ,  l ) constitutes disjoint copies
 of underlying graphs of certain ROTMs , and the number of copies of each will be
 given .
 If  c  ( G ,  l ) and  j  ( G ,  l ) are isomorphic graphs (that is ,  r  5  1) and  c  ( G ,  l ) is
 connected , then  c  ( G ,  l ) is the underlying graph of a ROTM , but not necessarily with
 automorphism group  G .  (A theorem given at the end of this paper enables us to check
 the connectedness of  c  ( G ,  l ) . ) All of the examples given on p . 180 of [1] may be
 checked in this way ; this will be shown in a further paper .
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 2 .  T HE E XPRESSION OF THE  M AIN T HEOREM
 2 . 1 .  Background .  The definition of a ROTM is algebraic . A ROTM  }  is a quadruple
 ( G ,  [ G ] ,  x ,  y ) ,  where  G  is a group , [ G ] is the underlying set of  G  and  x ,y  are elements
 of  G  satisfying
 the order of  x :  5  o ( x )  5  2 ,  o (  y )  5  3  and  k x ,  y l  5  G .
 The automorphism group of  }  (for the definition , see [2]) is isomorphic to  G .
 The elaborate form of this definition and its reconciliation with the concept of
 regular triangulation of orientable surfaces are explained in [2] .
 From the triangulation associated with  }  we may naturally define the underlying
 graph  θ  of  }  as follows . Let  z  : 5  y  2 1 x  and let  k z l  be the cyclic subgroup of  G  generated
 by  z .  Then the vertices of  θ  are the right cosets of  k z l  in  G  and the rule of adjacency is
 k z l a  ,  k z l b  ï  a b 2 1  P  k z l x k z l .
 2 . 2 .  Splitting of the  y  ertices of a finite graph  G .  For every vertex  y   of  G , define
 Adj( y  ) :  5  h vertices  u  such  that  u  ,  y  j ,
 Span( y  ) :  5  subgraph  generated  by  Adj( y  ) .
 A polygon (with centre  y  ) is a circuit contained in Span( y  ) .  Also , a  polygonal system of
 adjacents  ( PSA ) of  y   is a subgraph of Span( y  ) which satisfies both :
 (i)  each connected component is a polygon (with at least 3 ‘sides’) ;
 (ii)  every element of Adj( y  ) is contained in some polygon .
 If all vertices of the graph  G  have a PSA , we choose a PSA for each vertex ; we call
 such a choice a (complete) PSA of  G . We split the vertices with respect to this choice in
 the following way .
 Suppose that the PSA of a particular vertex  y   has exactly  n y  polygons ; arbitrarily
 denote these polygons by  P y  , 1  ,  P y  , 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  P y  ,n y  .  We define a new graph  G 9 :
 the vertices are denoted  !
 y  P V  ( G )
 h y  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  n y j ,
 y  r  ,  u s  in  G 9  ï  u  P  P y  , r  and  y  P  P u , s  in  G .
 Then  G 9 has exactly the same number of edges as  G . We say that  G 9 is the graph
 induced by splitting the vertices of  G  with respect to the given complete PSA of  G .
 2 . 3 .  In this subsection , we state some definitions that we need in order to present the
 main theorem that relates  c  ( G ,  l ) with underlying graphs of ROTMs .
 We suppose that we are given the pair ( G ,  l ) ,  where  G  is a finite group and  l  is a
 conjugacy class of  G . Let z  P  l  be fixed .
 T  Õ  G  3  G  is the set of ordered pairs ( x ,  y ) such that  o ( x )  5  2 , o (  y )  5  3 , y 2 1 x  is an
 image under Aut  G  of  z  and  k x ,  y l  . /  C 6 (the cyclic group of 6 elements) .
 S :  5  h ( x ,  y )  P  T  :  y 2 1 x  5  z j .
 ( x i  ,  y i ) , i  5  1 , .  .  .  ,  m ,  is a representation system of the  m  orbits of Aut  G  on  T  such
 that each ( x i  ,  y i )  P  S .
 H i :  5  k x i  ,  y i l ;  H * i  :  5
 H i
 Z ( H i )
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 where  Z ( H i ) is the centre of  H i .
 x * i  :  5  Z ( H i ) x i  ;  y * i  :  5  Z ( H i ) y i ;  z * i  :  5  Z ( H i ) z .
 Now none of the  H i  . /  C 6 ; then  H i  are all non-abelian , and necessarily  o ( x * i  )  5  2 ,
 o (  y * i  )  5  3 .  Then , for each  i .
 } i :  5  ( H * i  ,  [ H * i  ] ,  x * i  ,  y * i  )
 is a ROTM .
 θ i  is the underlying graph of  } i  .
 # ( H i ) : is the class containing  H i  under Aut  G  acting on subgroups of  G .
 n i : is the number of elements of  # ( H i ) containing  z .
 2 . 4 .  We list the conditions for the main theorem (see the next subsection) to hold for
 ( G ,  l ) :
 1(a) .  For each  i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j ,  let  l H i :  5  l  >  H i .  Then  l H i  is a conjugacy class of  H i .
 1(b) .  Let  L  be the class under Aut  G  of  G  which contains  l .  Also , for each
 i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j ,  let  L H i :  5  L  >  H i .  Then  L H i  is a class under Aut  H i .
 2 .  If  w  P  l  ,  then
 w 2  5  z 2  é  w  5  z .
 3 .  For all  V  P  ! m i 5 1  # ( H i ) ,  l  >  V  ?  [ .
 2 . 5 .  We now write down what we shall refer to as ‘the main theorem’ . A definition is
 needed :
 St Aut  G ( H i ) :  5  h a  P  Aut  G  :  a  ( H i )  5  H i j .
 (It is our convention that all stabilizers , identified by the symbol ‘St’ , are ‘normalisers’
 rather than ‘centralisers’ . )
 T HEOREM 2 . 1 .  Suppose that the conditions  1 – 3  in Section  2 . 4  are satisfied by  ( G ,  l ) .
 We may split the  y  ertices of  c  ( G ,  l )  to obtain a graph  j  ( G ,  l )  which consists of the
 disjoint union o y  er i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m of
 u Aut  G u
 u St Aut( G ) ( H i ) u
 ?
 u St Aut( H i ) ( z ) u
 u St H i ( z ) u
 ?  u Z ( H i ) u
 disjoint copies of the underlying graph  θ i of  } i  .
 2 . 6 .  We make some remarks about the conditions listed in Section 2 . 4 . By referring to
 the proof (in Section 3) of the main theorem , it may be seen that condition 1(a) and
 condition 3 are not essential in the sense that the reformalisation of adjacency in
 c  ( G ,  l )  given in Lemma 3 . 7 is not altered by their omission ; the usual splitting of
 vertices may be made to form  j  ( G ,  l ) and the analysis of  j  ( G ,  l ) would still reveal
 that all connected components are underlying graphs of ROTMs . (However , the
 numerical part of Theorem 2 . 1 would need extra factors if one of or both conditions
 1(a) and 3 were left out . ) These conditions were included for the sake of brevity in the
 proof of the main theorem .
 Condition 1(b) is more integral to the approach that we take in the proof ; it is
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 probable , however , that the adaptation of some other approach will make it also
 obsolete . Condition 2 , however , is crucial in our analysis of the local structure of
 c  ( G ,  l ) .  It may be replaced by a slightly weaker condition (see the proof of Lemma
 3 . 7) , but this would be more cumbersome to use . Note that condition 2 is satisfied
 whenever  d  is odd .
 3 .  T HE  P ROOF OF THE  M AIN T HEOREM
 3 . 1 .  Definitions and con y  entions .  (i)  h H i (  j ) :  1  <  j  <  n i j  denotes the set of subgroups of
 G  in  # ( H i ) containing  z  ; for all  i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j ,  we let  H i (1)  5  H i .
 (ii)  For ease of notation , a subscript  i (  j ) henceforth will be written  ij  unless specific
 values are given to either  i  or  j .
 (iii)  For each  ij ,  let  a i j  P  Aut( G ) satisfy  a i j ( H i )  5  H i j ; whenever  j  5  1 we set  a i (1) as
 the identity .
 (iv)  If  H k  P  # ( H i ) ,  where  k  ?  i ,  we may assume that  h H k j :  1  <  j  <  n i j  is ordered by  j
 in such a way that
 H i j  5  H k j  for all  j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n i j .
 In particular ,  H k  5  H i ; that is , we choose ( x i  ,  y i ) and ( x j  ,  y j ) such that
 k x i  ,  y i l  5  k x j  ,  y j l .
 3 . 2 .  Definitions and con y  entions  (for ‘general objects’) .  (i) We shall take  y   as the
 ‘general’ vertex of  c  ( G ,  l ) .  Hence  y   is any element of  l .  We define
 9 :  5 H V  P  ! m
 i 5 1
 # ( H i ) :  y  P  V J .
 (ii)  K  will be the general element of  ! m i 5 1  # ( H i ) .  For  K ,  we choose an element  u K  of
 l  >  K  (which is non-empty by condition 3) . For  u K  we choose an element  a K  of  G  for
 which  a K za
 2 1
 K  5  u K .  We shall shorten  u K  and  a K  to  u  and  a ,  respectively , as no
 confusion is likely to be caused . We define
 _  5 H J  P  ! m
 i 5 1
 # ( H i ) :  u  P  J J ,
 so  K  P  _ .  Finally , if  K  5  H i j  for some  ij ,  we take  u  5  z  and  a  5  I .
 (iii)  Without loss of generality , we suppose that  K  is an element of  # ( H i ) .
 3 . 3 .  Definitions and con y  entions  (for conjugacy in  G ) .  (i)  ; h , g  P  G , h ( g )  5  hgh 2 1 .
 (ii)  We write  x i  , y i  , z  both for the corresponding elements of  H i  and for  x * i  , y * i  ,
 z * i  5  (  y * i  )
 2 1 x * i   (elements of  H * i   and thought of as elements of Inn( H i )) whenever the
 latter are clearly acting on elements of  H i .  For instance , we may write
 x i ( z )
 meaning either the element  x i zx
 2 1
 i   in  H i  or the ‘inner automorphism’  x * i   acting on  z .
 (Note that there exists a natural isomorphism between  H * i   and Inn  H i ; for each
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 h *  P  H * i   we identify it with the inner automorphism given by the image of  h * under
 this isomorphism . ) Finally , we may drop the subscript  i  when  i  is understood .
 3 . 4  .  L EMMA 3 . 1 .
 _  5  h a ( H i j ) :  i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j , j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n i jj .
 P ROOF .  The proof is trivial .  h
 3 . 5 .  R e m a r k s .  (i) Condition 1(b) ensures that for each  ij  there exists  d i j  P  Aut( H i j )
 such that
 d i j  ?  a i j ( z )  5  z .
 We choose and fix this  d i j  for each  ij ,  selecting
 d i (1)  5  I ,  ; i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j .
 (ii)  Consider  K  P  # ( H i ) for some  i .  Then , by Lemma 3 . 1 ,
 K  5  a ( H i j )  for some  j
 and so , by the first remark of this subsection ,
 K  5  ad i j ( H i j )  5  ad i j a i j ( H i ) .
 Let  e i j  denote the composition  a  ?  d i j  ?  a i j  ; this gives an isomorphism  H i  5  K .  In
 particular ,
 u  5  e i j ( z )  and  K  5  e i j ( H i ) .
 3 . 6 .  Definitions
 I ( K ) :  5  h ( i ,  j ) :  H i j  5  a  2 1 ( K ) j  Ô  N 2 .
 I 1 ( K ) :  5  h i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j :  ' j  such  that  H i j  5  a  2 1 ( K ) j .
 I 2 ( K ) :  5  h  j  P  N :  ' i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j  such  that  H i j  is  defined  and  H i j  5  a  2 1 ( K ) j .
 3 . 7 .  Remark .  If ( i ,  j ) ,  ( k ,  l )  P  I ( K ) ,  then  j  5  l  (by Section 3 . 1(iv)) , and so  u I 2 ( K ) u  5  1 ;
 also in this case ,  e k l  may be taken equal to  e i j  .
 3 . 8  .  Definition .  Vert( K ) is the following subset of  G :
 Vert( K ) :  5  h e i j c 1 x i 1 c 2 x i 2  ?  ?  ?  c s x i s ( z ) :  s  P  N , c 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  c s  P  St Aut  H i ( z )
 and  ( i ,  j ) ,  ( i 1  ,  j ) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( i s  ,  j )  P  I ( K ) j .
 From now , on St Aut  H i ( z ) will be denoted by St i ( z ) .
 3 . 9 .  L EMMA 3 . 2 .  Vert( K )  5  l  >  K .
 P ROOF .  Now  k z * l  Ô  St i ( z ) ,  so , for every word  W  ( x i  ,  z ) ,
 e i j W  ( x j  ,  z )( z )
 is an element of Vert( K ) .
 Also ,  H i  5  k x i  ,  z l ,  so every element of
 e i j H i ( z )  5  e i j ( l  >  H i )  5  l  >  K
 is an element of Vert( K ) .  (The first equality is due to condition 1(a) . The second is due
 to  e i j ( z )  5  u ,  where  u  P  l . )
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 We show that Vert  K  Ô  l  >  K .  Let  w  5  e i j c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s x i s ( z ) .  Now , for all  k  P
 h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j ,
 k x i k  ,  z l  5  H i
 so
 c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s x i s ( z )  P  H i  é  w  P  K .
 We prove that  w  is an element of  l  by induction on  s .  For  s  5  0 ,
 e i j ( z )  5  ad i j a i j ( z )  5  a ( z )  P  l
 as  a  P  G .  We assume the hypothesis for  s  2  1 .  Now
 w  5  e ij c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s ( x i s zx i s )
 5  e i j c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s ( x i s )  ?  e i j c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s 2 1 x i s 2 1 ( z )  ?  e i j c 1 x i 1  .  .  .  c s ( x i s ) .
 Remembering that  x i s  is an involution , we see that  w  is conjugate in  K  (and so in  G ) to
 e i j c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s 2 1 x i s 2 1 ( z )
 which , by hypothesis , is conjugate to  z .  Hence  w  P  l .  h
 3 . 1 0  .  Definition .  Let  c  ( K ) be the subgraph of  c  ( G ,  l ) generated by Vert( K ) .
 3 . 1 1 .  Remark .  The next objective is to find some adjacents of  y   in each of  c  ( V  ) for
 V  P  9  and use condition 2 to ensure that these adjacents are the only ones in  c  ( G ,  l ) .
 This is done over several lemmas . However , we first note from Lemma 3 . 2 that if in
 c  ( V  )  the vertex  y   is given by
 y  5  e i j c 1 x i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s x i s ( z ) ,
 then there must be an element  c s 1 1 of St i ( z ) such that
 c 1 x * i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s x * i s  c s 1 1  P  Inn  H i .
 For each pair ( y  ,  V  ) ,  we choose a particular
 f i j  5  e i j c 1 x * i 1  ?  ?  ?  c s x * i s  c s 1 1
 such that
 h ( i ,  j ) ,  ( i 1  ,  j ) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( i s  ,  j ) j  Ô  I ( V  ) ,
 f i j ( z )  5  y  ,
 f i j  5  e i j h ,
 where  h  P  Inn  H i  ,  and  e i j ( H i )  5  V .
 3 . 1 2  L EMMA 3 . 3 .  For all V  P  9 , let
 Adj( y  ,  V  ) :  5  h adjacents of  y   in  c  ( V  ) j
 and
 A ( y  ,  V  ) :  5  h  f i j cx k ( z ) :  c  P  St i ( z ) ,  ( k ,  j )  P  I ( V  ) j .
 Then :
 (i)  A ( y  ,  V  )  is independent of the f i j chosen ;
 (ii)  A ( y  ,  V  )  Ô  Adj( y  ,  V  ) .
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 P ROOF .  (i) If  f i j  , f  9 ij  are isomorphisms  H i  5  V  satisfying the conditions given at the
 end of Section 3 . 11 we have
 f  9 ij  5  f i j d  ,
 where  d  P  St i ( z ) .
 (ii)  By definition ,
 w  P  A ( y  ,  V  )  é  w  is a vertex in  c  ( V  ) .
 We have to show that  o ( w y  2 )  5  o ( y  w  2 )  5  2 .  Let  w  5  f i j cx k ( z ) .  Now
 y  w  2  5  f i j ( z )  ?  f i j cx k ( z
 2 )
 5  f i j (( z )  ?  cx k ( z
 2 ))
 5  f i j ( c ( z ) c ( x k z
 2 x k ))  (as  c  P  St i ( z ) ,  o ( x k )  5  2)
 5  f i j c ( zx k z
 2 x k )
 5  f i j c (  y k x k  y
 2 1
 k  )  (using  z  5  y
 2 1
 k  x k  ,  o (  y k )  5  3)
 5  f i j cy k ( x k ) .
 Thus  o ( y  w 2 )  5  2 as  o ( x k )  5  2 .
 Similarly , we find that  o ( w y  2 )  5  2 .  h
 3 . 1 3  L EMMA 3 . 4 .  For all V  P  9 ,
 u A ( y  ,  V  ) u  5  u I ( V  ) u  ?  u St i ( z ) u ,
 where i  P  I 1 ( V  ) .
 P ROOF .  In this proof , we will use  c 1  , c 2  , c 3 to denote elements in St i ( z ) ; these ,
 however , should not be identified with  c 1  , c 2  , c 3 used in the expression for  f i j  given in
 Section 3 . 11 .
 f i j c 1 x k ( z )  5  f i j c 2 x l ( z )  where ( i ,  j ) ,  ( k ,  j ) ,  ( l ,  j )  P  I ( V  ))
 é  c 3 ( x k zx k )  5  x l zx l  (where  c 3  5  c
 2 1
 2  c 1 )
 é  c 3 ( z
 2 1 x k z
 2 1 )  5  z 2 1 x l z
 2 1  (as  o ( zx k )  5  o ( zx l )  5  3)
 é  c 3 ( x k )  5  x l
 é  k  5  l .
 The last implication is due to the fact that ( x k  ,  y k ) and ( x l  ,  y l ) are representatives of
 orbits of St i ( z ) on  S  (see Section 2 . 3) . However , by definition  y k  5  x k z  2 1 and  y l  5  x l z 2 1 ,
 so the representatives are identified just by  x k  and  x l  .
 Hence
 f i j c 1 x k ( z )  5  f i j c 2 x l ( z )
 é  c 3  fixes  z  and  x k
 é  c 3  fixes  every  element  of  H i  5  k x k  ,  z l
 é  c 3  5  I
 é  c 1  5  c 2  .  h
 3 . 1 4  L EMMA 3 . 5 .  Let V  P  9  and w  P  A ( y  ,  V  ) . Then
 k y  ,  w l  5  V .
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 P ROOF .
 k y  ,  w l  5  k f i j ( z ) ,  f i j cx k ( z ) l
 5  f i j ( k z ,  c ( x k zx k ) l )
 5  f i j ( k z ,  z  2 1 c ( x k ) z  2 1 l )
 5  f i j ( k z ,  c ( x k ) l )
 5  f i j c ( k z ,  x k l )
 5  f i j c ( H i )  5  f i j ( H i )  5  V .  h
 3 . 1 5  .  C OROLLARY 3 . 6 .  Let V 1  , V 2  P  9 . Then
 A ( y  ,  V 1 )  >  A ( y  ,  V 2 )  ?  [  é  V 1  5  V 2  .
 P ROOF .  Let  w  P  A ( y  ,  V 1 )  >  A ( y  ,  V 2 ) .  By Lemma 3 . 5 ,  k y  ,  w l  5  V 1 and  k y  ,  w l  5  V 2  ,  so
 V 1  5  V 2 .  h
 3 . 1 6  .  L EMMA 3 . 7 .  Let  Adj( y  ) :  5  h adjacents of  y   in  c  ( G ,  l ) j . Then
 Adj( y  )  5  !
 V  P 9
 A ( y  ,  V  ) .
 P ROOF .  For each  V  P  9 ,
 A ( y  ,  V  )  Ô  Adj( y  ,  V  )  (by  Lemma  3 . 3)
 Ô  Adj( y  ) ,
 so
 !
 V  P 9
 A ( y  ,  V  )  Ô  Adj( y  ) .
 For the reverse inclusion , we let  w  P  Adj( y  ) .  This is to say that  w ,  y  P  l  , w  ?  y   and
 o ( w y  2 )  5  o ( y  w  2 )  5  2 .  Let  J  be the subgroup of  G  generated by  y   and  w .  Also let
 p :  5  y  w y   and  q :  5  y  w .
 Clearly ,  k  p ,  q l  5  J  and
 o ( w y  2 )  5  2  é  o ( y  w y  )  5  o (  p )  5  2 .
 We further suppose that we have proved that  o ( q )  5  3 .  Then  J  is an element of  9  (by
 3 . 2(i)) , and we may choose for the pair ( y  ,  J ) an appropriate  f i j  according to Section
 3 . 11 . In particular  f i j ( z )  5  y   and  f i j  is an isomorphism of  H i  onto  J .
 Now
 f  2 1 ij  ( y  )  5  f
 2 1
 ij  ( q
 2 1 p )  5  f  2 1 ij  ( q
 2 1 ) f  2 1 ij  (  p )  5  z ,
 and as  o ( q ) is assumed to be 3 , there must exist  k  P  I 1 ( H i ) and  c  P  St i ( z ) such that
 f  2 1 ij  ( q )  5  c (  y k ) ,  f
 2 1
 ij  (  p )  5  c ( x k ) .
 But
 w  5  y  2 1 q  5  ( q 2 1 p ) 2 1 q  5  p 2 1 q 2  5  pq  2 1
 é  f  2 1 ij  ( w )  5  f  2 1 ij  (  pq  2 1 )  5  c ( x k  y  2 1 k  )  5  c ( x k zx k )  5  cx k ( z )
 é  w  5  f i j cx k ( z )  (where  ( k ,  j )  P  I ( J ))
 é  w  P  A ( y  ,  J )  Ô  !
 V  P 9
 A ( y  ,  V  ) .
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 To finish the proof then , we only have to show that  o ( q )  5  3 .  We shall need the
 following :
 y  w 2 y  w  2  5  w y  2 w y  2  5  I
 é  w y  w 2  5  y  2 w y  é  w  2 1 y  2 w  5  y  w  2 y  2 1
 é  w 2 1 y  w  5  y  w y  2 1  (by  condition  2)
 é  w y  w 2 1  5  y  2 1 w y  .
 Now
 q 2  5  y  w y  w  5  y  ( w y  w  2 1 ) w 2  5  w y  w  2  5  w  2 1 ( w 2 y  w 2 y  ) y  2 1
 5  ( y  w ) 2 1  5  q 2 1 .
 But
 q  5  I  é  w  5  y  2 1  é  o ( y  )  5  2  é  w  5  y  .
 This is a contradiction , so indeed  o ( q )  5  3 .  h
 3 . 1 7  .  C OROLLARY 3 . 8 .  For all V  P  9 ,
 Adj( y  ,  V  )  5  !  A ( y  ,  W  )
 where the union is o y  er W  P  9  such that W  Ô  V .
 P ROOF .  The proof is not completely trivial , but as this result is incidental to the
 overall argument , I leave it to the reader .  h
 3 . 1 8  .  Remark .  For each  k  P  I 1 ( V  ) ,  let
 A k ( y  ,  V  ) :  5  h  f i j cx k ( z ) :  c  P  St i ( z ) j ,
 where ( i ,  j )  P  I ( V  ) .  We now set out to define a P . S . A . for  y  .  To do this , we consider the
 subgraph  c  [ A k ( y  ,  V  )] of  c  :  5  c  ( G ,  l ) generated by the vertices of  A k ( y  ,  V  ) .
 3 . 1 9  .  L EMMA 3 . 9 .  (i)  Let d *  5  o ( z *) . Then  c  [ A k ( y  ,  V  )]  contains  u St i ( z ) u / u d * u  polygons ,
 for each of which the cycle of  y  ertices is of the form  :
 (  f i j cx k ( z ) ,  f i j czx k ( z ) ,  .  .  .  ,  f i j cz
 d * 2 1 x k ( z )) ,
 where c  P  St i ( z ) . Each polygon is identified with a coset of  k z * l  in  St i ( z ) . Hence we
 denote the polygons
 P y  ( V ,  k ,  b ) ,
 where b  P  St i ( z ) / k z * l .
 (ii)  Consider the union  3 y  of
 P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )
 o y  er all V  P  9 , for each V  P  9  o y  er all k  P  I 1 ( V  ) , and then for each  ( V ,  k )  o y  er all
 b  P  St i ( z ) / k z * l . This union forms a P .S .A . of  y   in  c .
 P ROOF .  (i) We note that  f i j cz r x k ( z )  5  f i j cz s x k ( z )  é  r  5  s  (mod  d *) by Lemma 3 . 4 .
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 Also , for all  r  P  Z d * ,
 f i j cz
 r 1 1 x k ( z )  5  f i j cz
 r zx k z ( z )  5  f i j cz
 r x k z
 2 1 x k ( z ) ,
 so  f i j cz
 r 1 1 x k ( z ) is adjacent to  f i j cz
 r x k ( z ) in  c  ( V  ) (by Lemma 3 . 3) and hence in  c .  Thus
 P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  is a polygon .
 (ii)  By Corollary 3 . 6 ,
 P y  ( V 1  ,  k 1  ,  b 1 )  >  P y  ( V 2  ,  k 2  ,  b 2 )  ?  [  é  V 1  5  V 2
 and , by the proof of Lemma 3 . 4 ,
 P y  ( V 1  ,  k 1  ,  b 1 )  >  P y  ( V 2  ,  k 2  ,  b 2 )  ?  [  é  k 1  5  k 2  and  b 1  5  b 2  .
 Then each connected component of  3 y  is a polygon .
 By Lemma 3 . 7 ,
 Adj( y  )  5  !
 V  P 9
 A ( y  ,  V  )  5  !
 V  P 9
 S !
 k
 A k ( y  ,  V  ) D  ,
 where the inner union is over  k  P  I 1 ( V  ) .
 Now  3 y  contains , for each pair ( y  ,  V  ) ,  all the vertices of  A k ( y  ,  V  ) .  Hence every
 element of Adj( y  ) is contained in some polygon  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b ) .  Therefore  3 y  is a P . S . A .
 of  y   in  c  .  h
 3 . 2 0  .  We remember that  y   is a general element of the set of vertices of  c  ,  so we have
 constructed , by Sections 3 . 18 and 3 . 19 , a complete P . S . A . for  c .  We split the vertices
 with respect to this P . S . A . to form the graph  j  ( G ,  l ) ,  the notation of which we shorten
 to  j  as  G  and  l  are understood .
 The vertices in  j  may be identified with the dif ferent  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b ) in  c  ,  so it is sensible
 to denote them by quadruples thus ;
 ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b )
 where  y  P  l  , V  P  9 , k  P  I 1 ( 9 ) and  b  P  St i ( z ) / k z * l ,  in which (given  V  )  i  is a fixed
 element of  I 1 ( V  ) .
 The rule of adjacency after splitting vertices (see Section 2 . 2) becomes :
 ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b )  ,  ( y  9 ,  V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  in  j  ï   y  9  P  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  and  y  P  P y  9 ( V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  in  c .
 3 . 2 1 .  L EMMA 3 . 10 .  Let  ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b )  and  ( y  9 ,  V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  be distinct  y  ertices of  j . Then
 ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b )  ,  ( y  9 ,  V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  in  j
 if f all of
 (i)  y  9  ,  y   in  c  ,
 (ii)  V  9  5  V ,
 (iii)  k 9  5  k , and
 (iv)  y  9  5  e i j hcx k ( z )  for some c  P  b ,  y  5  e i j h 9 c 9 x k ( z )  for some c 9  P  b 9 .
 (For (iv) , ( i ,  j ) and ( k ,  j )  P  I ( V  ) .  Also ,  h  5  e  2 1 ij  f i j —see Section 3 . 11—and so  h  P
 Inn( H i )  and  e i j h  is an isomorphism between  H i  and  V  satisfying  e i j h ( z )  5  y  .  Similar
 remarks hold for  h 9 . )
 P ROOF .  ( é ) (i) ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b )  ,  ( y  9 ,  V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  é  y  9  P  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  é  y  9  ,  y  .
 (ii)  y  9  P  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  Ô  A ( y  ,  V  )  and  y  P  P y  9 ( V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  Ô  A ( y  9 ,  V  9 ) .
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 By Lemma 3 . 5 ,
 k y  ,  y  9 l  5  V  and  k y  9 ,  y  l  5  V  9 .
 (iii)  Let  y  5  f i j ( z ) .  Then
 y  9  P  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  é  y  9  5  f i j cx k ( z )
 for some  c  P  b .  Now ,
 y  P  P y  9 ( V  9 ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  5  P y  9 ( V ,  k 9 ,  b 9 ) ,
 so
 y  P  A ( y  9 ,  V  ) .
 But
 A ( y  9 ,  V  )  5  h  f i j cx k c 1 x l ( z ) :  c 1  P  St i ( z ) , l  P  I 1 ( V  ) j ,
 and the proof of Lemma 3 . 4 tells us that a unique  c 1  P  St i ( z ) and  l  P  I 1 ( K ) gives
 f i j cx k c 1 x l ( z )  5  y  .  We then note that  c 1  5  I ,  and that  x l  5  x k  satisfies
 f i j cx k c 1 x l ( z )  5  f i j c ( z )  5  f i j ( z )  5  y  .
 So
 y  P  P y  9 ( V ,  k 9 ,  b 9 )  é  y  5  f i j cx k c 1 x k 9 ( z )  (for  some  c 1  P  St i ( z ))
 é  c 1  5  I  and  k 9  5  k .
 (iv)  This is immediate from parts (ii) and (iii) .
 ( ç )  Consider the vertices ( y  ,  V ,  k ,  b ) and ( y  9 ,  V ,  k ,  b 9 ) of  j  such that (iv) holds .
 Then
 P y  ( V ,  k ,  b )  5  h e i j hcx k ( z ) :  c  P  b j
 so , by (iv) ,
 y  9  P  P y  ( V ,  k ,  b ) .
 Similarly ,
 y  P  P y  9 ( V ,  k ,  b 9 ) .
 3 . 2 2 .  Remark .  We notice by (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3 . 10 that  j  is the disjoint union of
 the subgraphs  j  ( K ,  k ) (over  K  P  ! m i 5 1  # ( H i ) and , for each  K ,  over  k  P  I 1 ( K )) ,  where
 j  ( K ,  k )  is the subgraph of  j  generated by the following set of vertices of  j  :
 h ( y  ,  K ,  k ,  b ) :  y  P  l K  , b  P  St i ( z ) / k z * lj .
 It is easy to check that , for all  a  P  Aut( G ) ,  there exists a graph isomorphism
 between  j  ( K ,  k ) and  j  ( a  ( K ) ,  k ) .  In particular ,  j  ( K ,  k ) is isomorphic to  j  ( H k  ,  k ) .
 3 . 2 3  .  C OROLLARY 3 . 11 .  j  comprises the disjoint union o y  er k  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j  of
 u Aut  G u
 u St Aut  G ( H k ) u
 disjoint copies of  j  ( H k  ,  k ) .
 3 . 2 4  .  Remark .  Our problem reduces to analysing the subgraphs  j  ( H i  ,  i ) for  i  P
 h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j .  (It is convenient to revert to  i  to replace  k ,  as used in Corollary 3 . 11 . ) Let
 us consider any particular  j  ( H i  ,  i ) ; that is , we fix  i .  Then we re-denote  x i  , y i  by just  x , y ;
 also it is clearly sensible to re-denote the vertices of  j  ( H i  ,  i ) thus :
 ( y  ,  H i  ,  i ,  b )  becomes  ( y  ,  b ) .
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 3 . 2 5 .  L EMMA 3 . 12 .  Let  ( y  ,  b 1 )  and  ( w ,  b 2 )  be adjacent  y  ertices in  j  ( H i  ,  i ) . Then b 1  and
 b 2 are in the same coset of  St H i * ( z ) / k z * l  in  St i ( z ) / k z * l .
 P ROOF .
 ( y  ,  b 1 )  ,  ( w ,  b 2 )  ï H w  5  h 1 c 1 x ( z )
 y  5  h 2 c 2 x ( z )
 where  c 1  P  b 1  ,  h 1  P  Inn  H i  ,  h 1 ( z )  5  y
 where  c 2  P  b 2  ,  h 2  P  Inn  H i  ,  h 2 ( z )  5  w
 (remember that , by Sections 3 . 1(iii) and 3 . 5 ,  e i (1) is the identity of Aut  H i ; hence its
 non-appearance here)
 é  H h 2 c 3  5  h 1 c 1 x *
 h 1 c 4  5  h 2 c 2 x *
 (where  c 3  ,  c 4  P  St i ( z ))
 é  c 4 x * c 5  5  c 1 x *  (where  c 5  5  c
 2 1
 2  c 3 )
 é  x * c 5 x *  5  c 6  (where  c 6  5  c
 2 1
 4  c 1 ) .
 But , as an aside :
 x * cx *  5  c 9  (for  any  c ,  c 9  P  St i ( z ))
 é  xcx ( z )  5  z
 é  c  fixes  x ( z )  5  xzx  5  z  2 1 xz 2 1
 é  c  fixes  x
 é  c  5  I .
 Thus  c 2  5  c 3 (and  c 1  5  c 4 ) ,  which means that
 h 2 1 1  h 2  5  c 1 x * c
 2 1
 2
 in Aut( H i ) ,  so
 c 1 x * c
 2 1
 2  P  Inn  H i
 as  h 1  , h 2  P  Inn  H i .
 Now there is a natural isomorphism between Inn  H i  and  H * i  ; with slight abuse , we
 suppose that Inn  H i  5  H * i  .  Then we may consider  H * i   to be a normal subgroup of
 Aut( H i ) .  Then
 c 1 H * i  5  H * i  c 2  5  c 2 H * i  é  c 1 St H i * ( z )  5  c 2 St H i * ( z ) .
 The last line comes by an isomorphism theorem :
 St i ( z )  ?  H * i
 H * i
 .
 St i ( z )
 H * i  >  St i ( z )
 5
 St i ( z )
 St H i * ( z )
 .
 Hence  b 1 and  b 2 are in the same coset of St H i * ( z ) / k z * l  in St i ( z ) / k z * l .  h
 3 . 2 6  .  Definitions .  Suppose that  u St i ( z ) u / u St H i * ( z ) u  5  s .  Then we let  h I  5  b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,
 b s j  Ô  St i ( z ) / k z * l  be a transversal of
 St i ( z ) / k z * l
 St H i * ( z ) / k z * l
 .
 For each  l  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j ,  let  c l  be a fixed element of  b l  .
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 Let  j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l ) be the subgraph of  j  ( H i  ,  i ) generated by the set of vertices
 h ( y  ,  b ) :  b l b 2 1  P  St H i * ( z ) / k z * l ,  y  P  l H i j .
 3 . 2 7  .  C OROLLARY 3 . 13 .  j  ( H i  ,  i )  consists exactly of the disjoint union
 !
 s
 l 5 1
 j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l ) .
 P ROOF .  The proof is immediate , from Lemma 3 . 12 .
 3 . 2 8  .  L EMMA 3 . 14 .  For all l  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j ,  j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l )  is isomorphic to the underlying
 graph  θ i of the ROTM  } i :  5  ( H * i  ,  [ H * i  ] ,  x * i  ,  y * i  ) .
 P ROOF .  The graph  θ i  may be described thus .
 Vertices of  θ i  are the right cosets of  k z * l  in  H * i  ,  and the rule for adjacency is
 k z * l a  ,  k z * l b  ï  a b 2 1  P  k z * l x * k z * l .
 We shall prove that the following functions give isomorphisms ; for every  l  P
 h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j ,  r l  :  j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l )  5  θ i  is defined by
 r l ( y  ,  b )  S  k z * l c 2 1 l  c  2 1 b  h 2 1 c l  ,
 where  c b  P  St H i * ( z ) is chosen such that  c b c l  P  b .  As  c b  is identified up to composition
 with some power of  z * ,  each  r l  is independent of the choice of  c b .  Also ,
 c  2 1 b  h
 2 1  P  H * i
 so (as we regard  H * i  5  Inn  H i  v  Aut  H i )
 c  2 1 l  c
 2 1
 b  h
 2 1 c l  P  H * i  .
 Hence each  r l  is well-defined .
 Now
 r l ( y  ,  b )  5  r l ( y  9 ,  b 9 )
 é  c 2 1 l  c  2 1 b  h 2 1 c l  5  ( z *) t  ?  c 2 1 l  c  2 1 b 9  g 2 1 c l  (for  some  t  P  Z d * )
 é  c 2 1 b  h
 2 1  5  ( z *) t  ?  c 2 1 b 9  g
 2 1
 é  h 2 1 g  P  St H i * ( z ) .
 So  h 2 1 g ( z )  5  h 2 1 ( y  9 )  5  z  é  y  5  y  9 .
 But remember that  h  is chosen for each ( y  ,  V  ) ,  where  V  P  ! m i 5 1  # ( H i ) contains  y
 (see Section 3 . 11) . (In the present case , of course ,  V  5  H i . ) Thus  h  5  g ,  and so
 c 2 1 b  5  ( z *)
 t  ?  c 2 1 b 9
 é  c b 9 c l  ?  ( z *)
 2 t  5  c b c l
 é  b 9  5  b .
 Therefore  r l  is one-to-one . We now note that the number of vertices of  j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l )
 equals
 u l H i u  ?
 u St H i * ( z ) u
 d *
 5  u l H i * u  ?
 u St H i * ( z ) u
 d *
 5
 H * i
 d *
 ,
 which equals the number of vertices of  θ i  .  Thus each  r l  is a bijection of vertices .
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 Finally , we show that  r l  preserves adjacency :
 ( y  ,  b )  ,  ( y  9 ,  b 9 )  é  H h ( z )  5  y  and  y  9  5  hcx ( z )  (where  c  P  b )
 g ( z )  5  y  9  and  y  5  gc 9 x ( z )  (where  c 9  P  b 9 )
 é  g  5  hcx *( c 9 ) 2 1  (see  the  proof  of  Lemma  3 . 12)
 é  g  5  hc b c l ( z *)
 s x *( z *) t ( c b 9 c l )
 2 1  ( s ,  t  P  Z d * )
 é  ( hc b c l )
 2 1 c l c
 2 1
 l  ( gc b 9 c l )  P  k z * l x * k z * l
 é  c 2 1 l  c
 2 1
 b  h
 2 1 c l  ?  ( c
 2 1
 l  c
 2 1
 b 9  g
 2 1 c l )
 2 1  P  k z * l x * k z * l
 é  r l ( y  ,  b )  ,  r l ( y  9 ,  b 9 ) .
 3 . 2 9  .  C OROLLARY 3 . 15 .  j  comprises the disjoint union o y  er i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m of
 u Aut  G u
 u St Aut  G ( H i ) u
 ?
 u St Aut  H i ( z ) u
 u St H i ( z ) u
 ?  u Z ( H i ) u
 disjoint copies of the underlying graph  θ i of  } i  .
 P ROOF .  Corollaries 3 . 11 and 3 . 13 tell us that  j  comprises the disjoint union over
 i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j  and  l  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j  of
 u Aut  G u
 u St Aut  G ( H i ) u
 disjoint copies of  j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l ) .
 But Lemma 3 . 14 gives that , for all  l  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s j ,
 j  ( H i  ,  i ,  b l )  >  θ i
 and
 s  5
 u St i ( z ) u
 u St H i * ( z ) u
 5
 u St i ( z ) u
 u St H i ( z ) u
 ?  u Z ( H i ) u .
 Hence the result follows .
 4 .  T HE N UMBER OF  C ONNECTED  C OMPONENTS OF  c  ( G ,  l )
 4 . 1 .  T HEOREM 4 . 1 .  Let  ( G ,  l )  satisfy conditions  1 ,  2  and  3  of the main theorem ;  let
 * :  5  h H i j :  i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j , j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n i jj ;  and let J be the subgroup of G generated by
 the union of the elements of  * .
 Then  c  ( G ,  l )  falls into exactly
 u G u
 u J u
 u St J ( z ) u
 u St G ( z ) u
 connected components , these components being mutually isomorphic .
 In particular ,  c  ( G ,  l )  is connected if J  5  G .
 P ROOF .  The connected components of  c  ( G ,  l ) are obviously mutually isomorphic
 by conjugacy in  G .  This leaves the proof of the numerical part of the theorem .
 Let  c  ( z ) be the connected component of  c  ( G ,  l ) containing the vertex  z  P  l .  We
 need only show that  V  ( c  ( z )) ,  the set of vertices of  c  ( z ) ,  equals the conjugacy class
 l ( J ,  z )  of  J  containing  z .
 Now consider the set  h z j  <  Adj( z ) in  c  ( G ,  l ) .  For each  H i j  P  * , H i j  contains  z  and
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 an element , say  y  ,  of  A ( z ,  H i j ) which is also an element of Adj( z ) (by Lemma 3 . 3) . By
 Lemma 3 . 5 ,  k z ,  y  l  5  H i j .  Then  h z j  <  Adj( z ) generates  J .  However ,
 h z j  <  Adj( z )  Õ  V  ( c  ( z )) .
 This means that conjugacy by any  g  P  h z j  <  Adj( z ) will fix one element of  V  ( c  ( z )) and
 so
 g ( V  ( c  ( z ))) g 2 1  5  V  ( c  ( z )) .
 As  h z j  <  Adj( z ) generates  J ,  we see that  V  ( c  ( z )) includes all elements of  l ( J ,  z ) .
 Now suppose that there exists a vertex  w  of  V  ( c  ( z )) which does not lie in  l ( J ,  z ) ; we
 may choose  w  such that there is a path  zu 1 u 2  ?  ?  ?  u t w  (for some  t  P  N ) in  c  ( z ) for which
 all the vertices  u 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  u t  are elements of  l ( J ,  z ) .
 There is then  g  P  J  such that
 g ( z )  5  u t  .
 Also , as  u t  ,  w  in  c  ( G ,  l ) ,  we have , by Lemma 3 . 5 ,
 k u t  ,  w l  5  V  P  !
 m
 i 5 1
 # ( H i )
 so
 g 2 1 ( k u t  ,  w l )  5  k z ,  g 2 1 ( w ) l
 5  H i j  (for  some  ij ) .
 But both  z  and  g 2 1 ( w ) are elements of  l  and hence , by condition 1(a) , they are
 conjugates in  H i j .  Let
 h ( z )  5  g 2 1 ( w )  (where  h  P  H i j )  é  gh ( z )  5  w  (where  gh  P  J ) .
 Hence  w  P  l ( J ,  z ) ,  a contradiction . We deduce that
 V  ( c  ( z ))  5  l ( J ,  z ) .  h
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